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Abst rac t - -The  purpose of this paper ts to present a general formula for the growth rate of 
umcellular mmroorgamsms A generahzatlon f the Mtchaehs-Menten-Monod formula for the growth 
rate of mmroorgamsms is derived and discussed If nutrients and mhlbltors are conmdered as hmltmg 
substances and assumed to be nonmteraetmg, this generahzed formula works for more than one 
limiting substance Both competitive and noncompetitive mhlb~tors are included This general 
form of Mmhaelis-Menten law is analytmally denved from a few basic hypotheses, it ymlds both 
multlplicative and mimmum formulas as hmltmg cases @ 2005 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 
Keywords - -M ichaehs -Menten ,  Monod, Competitive inhibitor, Noncompetitive inhibitor, Hux- 
ley's allometnc law 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The growth of microorganisms may be described by differential equations of the form [1-3] 
dP 
d---~ = GrnaxGP + (other te rms) ,  
where P = P(t) stands for the microorganisms mass and the function G = G(S1,. . . ,S~), 
(0 < G < 1) desenbes the effects of generic limiting substrates. This formulation is the well-known 
extension to microorganisms growth of Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetic [4]. Mathematmally the 
effect of a single nutrient substrate A = $1 is expressed by the Michaehs-Menten-Monod law 
(shortened as MMM) 
A 
G(A) = K + A" (1) 
Similarly, the effect of a single inhibitor substrate, B = $1, is expressed by 
L 
G(B) - L + B'  (2) 
I am deeply indebted to G. Pecenik who provided many hours of helpful advice and asmstance on the blologmal 
aspects of this paper 
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where K and L are the half-saturation and inhibition constant, respectively. Formulas (1) and (2) 
may be used only when the limiting function G depends on a single substrate, but there is not a 
unique generalization when G depends on multiple substrate. Possible interactions for substrates 
are usually described by combination law. For example, common generalizations for formula (1) 
in presence of two substrates A1 and A2 fall into one of these formulations [1,5]. 
(I) Minimum 
{ A1 As}  
GI(A1,A2)=min KI+AI 'K2+A2 " 
(II) Multiplicative 
A1 A2 
GII(A1, A2) = K1 + A~ × K 2 + A2" 
(III) Harmonic mean 
(KI+A1 K2 4- A2~ -1 ( K1 K2~ -1 
Gi I(A 'A2)=2\ A1 + / =2 2+Tl1+ / . 
(IV) Simple average 
1(  A1 A2 ) 
GIV(AI'As) = 2 K ;TA]  + K~A2 ' 
Similar generalizations correspond to formula (2). 
Evidence for the multlphcatlve model has been brought forward by Baule [6] and O'Brian [7], 
while the minimum or threshold model better described the experimental results of Droop [8] 
and Rhee [9] 
Formulations (I)-(IV) are derived by some intuitive approach; for example (I) reflects the 
well-known Liebig's minimum principle. The adoption of one of these formulations instead of 
the other clearly depends on the type of system under investigation The multiplicative model 
is more appropriate when dealing with microbiological population exhibiting age structure and 
physiological conditions changing in function of the growth stage [10]. The minimum model 
better reflects instead the growth features for specialized synchronous populations. 
Formulations (I)-(IV) share some properties. First, if the concentration ofsubstrates A1 and As 
saturates, i.e., they take the limit value cxD, then all the growth rates (I)-(IV) are maximum, i.e., 
take the value 1 This property shared by all (I)-(IV) will be referred to as Property a in what 
follows. 
Second, if the concentration of nutrient As takes the limit value co, then the single substrate 
limitation due to A1 takes the form 
A1 
GI(AI' co) = GII(AI' co) = K1 + At (3) 
only for (I) and (II), while for (III) one has 
and for (IV) one has 
A1 
GIII(A1, oo) -- K1/2 + A] 
1(A1) 
GIV(AI' co) = -2 Kt + A-------~I + 1 
This means that in (III) the half-saturation constant changes, while (IV) does not follow the 
MMM law any more. The property expressed by formula (3) will be referred to as Property b. 
Third, if the concentration of A2 is kept fixed, (II) becomes 
GII(A1,A2) II A1 G n / A x _ A2 
= Gmax(A2)K1 + AI '  max[ 2/ K2 4- A2' (4) 
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while (III) becomes 
Gn I rA  ~ A1 
Gm(A1,A2) = m~xt 2JK(A-~+ A1, 
aii i  rA , 2 (K )_~)  (5) 
max ~, 2} - -  2 + K2/A2' K(Az) = K1 2 + . 
Thus, (4) and (5) are again an MMM growth rate, while under the same Conditions (I) and (IV) 
lose their MMM character. This property will be referred to as Property c. 
Fourth, regarding a = A1 + A2 as a unique substrate where the relative concentrations of A1 
and A2 are kept fixed with respect o a, and setting 
AL A 0 = A2 
A° - A1 +A2 '  A1 +A2 '  
one has A1 = aA ° and A2 = aA °. Then (I) in terms of a becomes 
K2 I(1 
a if - -  < - -  
GI (aA o, aA o) = K1/A ° + a' A° A°' (6) 
a otherwise, 
K2/A ° + a' 
and (II) becomes 
a 
GII (aA°' cA°) = (1/2)(K1/A ° + K2/A °) + a" (7) 
Thus, (6) and (7) are again an MMM growth rate but this does not happen with (II) and (IV). 
This property will be referred to as Property d. The four properties are resumed as follows: 
Property a: G(ec, e~) = 1, 
A1 
Property b: G(A1, (x~) - K1 + AI' 
A2 
a(ec, A2) - /(2 + A2' 
A1 
Property e: G(A1, A2) = G(c~, A2) KI(A2) + AI '  
A2 
G(A1,A2) G(AI' ee) K2(A1) + A2' 
t 
Property d: G(tAI,tA2) = K(Ai,A2) + t" 
In words Property a means that, in presence of excess of all substrates, the growth rate takes 
its maximum value. Property b means that if only one substrate is in excess an MMM is still 
respected. Property c guarantees that an MMM law is respected even when all substrates are 
limiting. Property d means that the growth rate is an MMM law depending on the concentration 
of mixture of all substrates. These facts are summarized in Table 1 Analogous property follows 
for MMM law for inhibitors by noticing that setting K~ = 1/L~ and A, = 1/B,, equation (2) 
becomes (1) 
Table 1. Comparison between combination laws 
Property a Property b Property c Property d 
Minimum yes yes no yes 
MultlpllCatlve yes yes yes no 
Harmonic Mean yes yes no yes 
Simple Average yes no no no 
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Additional bibliography, methodological topms on model building, as well as alternative math- 
ematical structure (toward modelling) on the dynamics of multicellular organisms (and large 
biological systems) can be recovered in the book by Diekmann and Heesterbeek [11] as in the 
review paper by Bellomo et al. [12]. 
2. PURPOSE OF THE PAPER 
If Formulations (I)-(IV) represent a combination law generalizing the MMM law, they should 
conserve the MMM properties in some mathematical sense. Formulations (I)-(IV) are not true 
generalization of the original MMM law, because restriction in a linear one-dimensional subspace 
through the origin implies the loss the original MMM shape. The purpose of this paper is to 
prove that a unique generalization of Michaelis-Menten-Monod law exists and has the general 
form 
1 
G(A1,...,AN,B1, . . ,Bn) : 
1 + n E (K~/A~ + (B~/L,) (e, + K~/AO)' 
z=l  
where ~ is 0 if B, is a competitive inhibitor while g~ is 1 if B, is a noncompetitive inhibitor, 
and K~ and L, are the half-saturation and inhibition constant of A, and B~, respectively. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 3 the growth rate is derived without considering 
inhibitors contribution. In Section 4 growth rate is extended to consider inhibitors contributions. 
In Section 5 an analytic model is used to derive the same formula. In Section 6 the proposed 
growth rate is compared with multiplicative and minimum formulations. Final remarks and 
conclusions are offered in Section 7. 
3. THE GROWTH RATE WITHOUT INHIB ITORS 
In this section, we assume that inhibitors are not present. The more general case with inhibitors 
will be considered later. 
Suppose that G, the growth rate, depends on n substrates denoted by A1, A2,. . . ,  An acting 
as nutrients. G is then a function of n variables 
(A1, A2,. . . ,  An) ~-* G(A1, A2,. • •, An), 
H [0 ,1]  
Now, we postulate the following requirement. 
(A) The function G and the function 
G(AI~A2,.,An)--G(All ~----n) 
,A2 , - . . ,  
YAk 6 R+, 
are continuous functions. This means that the limit value G(c~, A2,. . . ,  An) exists and it is 
defined as 
G(oo,A2, . . ,An) = lim G(A1,A2,...,A~). 
A1 ~--~oo 
By the same token, the limit values for multiple substrate are recursively defined as 
G(oo,~,A3, . . . ,AN)  = lim G(A1,A2,...,AN) 
A1 ,A2 ~"* oo 
= lim lira G(A1, A2, . . . ,An)  
A2 ~-'*o~ A1 ~-+oc 
= lim lim G(A1,A2,...,An), 
A 1 ~-*c~ A2 ~--*c~ 
and by continuity of G the limiting procedure is independent of the order. These limits reflect 
saturation phenomena nd imply that saturation values are independent of how this saturation 
is attained. 
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(B) When only A 3 concentration is allowed to vary, G is considered to be a function of only 
one variable 
f(z) = G(. . . ,  A3_1, z, A j+ I , . . .  ), 
and it must follow the MMM law 
Z 
f(z) cK + z' 
where both K and C are independent of z. Obviously, C must assume the value f(co). Thus, 
f(z) becomes 
f(z) = f(co)z 
K+z"  
By denoting with K a (.. . ,  A o_1, Aa+,,... ) the half-saturation constant of function f(z) and by 
changing z to A a the requirement becomes 
G(A1, A2,. . . ,  A,O = G(.. . ,  Aj-1, o% Aj+I,. . .  )A 3 
K3(..., A3-1, Aj+I,. . .  ) + A 3 " 
(C) Consider now a mixture, made up of substrates in a fixed proportion, which acts itself as 
a substrate. By setting 
A ° = A3 
AI + A2+. . '+  A,~' 
o for this mixture, it follows that A 3 = constant and consequently A 3 must satisfy 
A3=aA°a, 3 = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  
The requirement for G is the same as for equation (1), i.e., 
a 
G (aA ° ,aA°, . . . ,aA °) = K (A~,A~,. . . ,A °) + a' 
for all a > 0, where 0 0 0 _ K(A I ,A>. . . ,A ,O becomes the half-saturation constant of the mixture 
0 0 . ,A  °. Again, A1, A2,..  
A,=aEA°=a,  
3=1 3=1 
because 1 -- A ° + .. .  + A °, and a becomes the concentration of the mixture. 
REMARK 1. Assumption (B) is a generalization of Property (c) and Assumption (C) is a general- 
ization of Property (d). From Assumptions (A)-(C), if all the substrates take the limit value oo, 
the growth rate attains its maximum value 
G(co, oo , . . . ,  oo) = I, 
and this is a generalization of Property (a). The generalization of Property (b) is obtained 
from (A)-(C) if all but one substrate take the hmit value oc, G is expressed by 
A 3 
G(...,co, A j ,cc , . . . )  -- K3 + A3, 3 =1,2 , -  . ,n ,  
where Kj = K 3 (co, . . . ,  co) are the half-saturation constants of the substrate A3. 
The general form for G satisfying Requirements (A)-(C) is now derived. 
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THEOREM 1. 
is given by 
The [unctmn G C Ci(IR~_) which sat~s//es Properties "A)-(C) exists, is umque, and 
1 
G(AI ,A2, . . .  ,An) = i + K i /A i  + K2/A2 +. .  + K~/An" (8) 
PROOF. From Requirement (C), the function H = 1/G - 1 becomes 
H(A1,A2,.. An) = K (A °,A°, .. ,A °) (9) 
"' A i+A2+. . .+An '  
and from Requirement (B) it follows that 
H(A1,A2, . . . ,An)  - H( . . . ,A j - i ,oc ,  A3+i, ..) 
+ K 3 ( . . . ,  A3_i , A3+i,. . .  ) (H( .., A3_i, oc, A j+i , . . .  ) + i) 
Aj 
Saturating the first 3 - 1 nutrients (i.e., A, ~-* co) 
H(oo, . . . ,  ec, A3,. . . ,  An) = H(cc , . . . ,  oe, A j+ I , . . . ,  An) 
Kg(cc, . . . ,  ee, A j+I , . . . ,  An)(H(oo, . . . ,  oo, A3+i,. . .  , An) + 1) 
+ A3 
(10) 
and by setting 
g3 (A,+I , . . . ,  An) = K~ (oo . . . .  , co, A3+l,.. , An)(H(oc, . . . ,  0% A ,+I , . . . ,  An) + 1), 
we can write 
H(A1,..  An)= g l (A2, . . . ,An)  g2(A3,.. . ,An) gn-l(An) + gn (ii) 
"' A1 4 A2 +""  + An-1 A---~ 
where (10) is repeatedly used and H(oo, 0%.. , oe) = 0 from Remark 1 was used. Multiplying 
all A,s in (9) by the same A results in 
H(AA1, AA2,. . . ,  AAn) = A-1H(A1, A2,. • •, An), 
so H is a homogeneous function of degree -1  and, by Euler's theorem on homogeneous func- 
tions [13], it must satisfy the following &fferential equation' 
OH A OH OH A 
- H = --~I I + -ff ~2 A 2 + . . . + O A n n . (12) 
By combining (12) with (11) the following expression holds: 
*=n--i O Ar~ q ~=3 +- .  + 1 - " -E - -  
A1 A2 An-2 A~-I  
• J • J • J • J 
(J-2) (J-l) 
Observe that the numerator of fraction 1 and all the fractions from 2 to n - 1 are independent 
of A1 so that 
~ gl A~ =0,  
OA~ 
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and by repeatedly applying th:s argument :t follows that 
Ogk A~ =0,  for k - -  1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
~=k+l  
so gl, g2, . . . ,  gn are homogeneous functions of degree 0. Then 
gk(Ak+l, . . ,An) =- gk('~Ak+l,.. ,)~An), 
and the only issue to prove is that the limit 
lim gk(AAk+:,..., AAn) 
.~--~ oo 
exists and is independent from A1, A2,. . . ,  An. From (11) 
, gnAk AkH(A1,. An) = gl(A2,.. An)Ak g2(A3, ..,A~)Ak gn-l(A,~)Ak + __  
"" A: + A2 +"" + A~-I An ' 
and by setting all A'~s = oo but Ak, by using Requirement (B) it follows 
gk(c%.. . ,  :xD) = AkH(... , c~, Ak, oo,. .  ), 
( 1 ) 
= Ak G(...,oo, Ak,oo,...) - I , 
=Kk,  k = 1,2 , . . . ,n ,  
so equation (8) is obtained 
4. THE GROWTH RATE WITH INHIB ITORS 
Let G(B1,B2, ..,Bn) be the limiting funct:on for n inhibitors. Now, since inhibitors are 
assumed to be noninteracting and nutrients are assumed to be fixed, G is required to satisfy the 
following conditions imilar to Conditions (A)-(C). 
(A') The function G and the function 
G(BI'B2' " 'B '~)=G(B:  ' B2 "'" B----~) 
are continuous funct:ons. 
(B') When only B 3 concentrat:on is allowed to vary, 
G(Bt,.. B~)=G(  .... B,_:,O, B3+:,...)L , . ,B3_l ,B3+~,.. .  ) 
"' L3(... ' B3-:, B3+l,... ) + B3 
(C') By setting B ° = B3/(B: +.. .  + B~) we have 
o o B o 
, 
G (bB °,bB°,... ,bB °) = L(B ° ,B° , . . . ,B  °) + 
for all b > 0. 
Now we consider a complete growth function G(A1, A2,. • •, An, B:, B2, . . . ,  Bn) and set up a first 
problem which characterizes MMM growth rate. Here we consider inhibitors that affect growth 
rate either by modifying the half-saturation constants or by modifying the maximum growth rate. 
The first type of inhibitors is referred to as competztwe, the second type as noncompetitwe [1,2,14]. 
Growth rate for a competitive inhibitor takes the form 
1 
G(A, B) = 1 + K/A + (K/L)(B/A)" (13) 
Growth rate for a noncompetitive inhibitor takes the form 
1 
G(A, B) : 1 + K/A + B/L + (K/L)(B/A) (14) 
For details on growth rates (13) and (14) refers to references [1,2,14]. 
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PROBLEM 1. Fred G e C1(~ n) SUCh that" 
P1. Whenever BI , . . . ,  Bn are kept fixed the function 
G(A1, . . . ,A~,B1, . . . ,B~) 
G(oo,. . . ,  co, B1, ,Bn) 
satisfies Conditions (A )-( C) 
P2. Whenever AI , . . . ,  An are kept fixed the function 
G(A1,. . . ,An,B1,. . . ,B~) 
G(A1,... ,An,O,... ,0) 
 atisfies Condition  (A ' )-(C' ). 
P3. G(o%. . . , co ,0 , . . . ,0 )  = 1. 
Property P1 means that when inhibitors are fixed, the growth rate is an MMM law. Similarly, 
P2 means that when nutrients are fixed, the growth rate is an MMM law. Property P3 means 
that when no inhibitors are present and nutrients are abundant the growth is maximum. 
With these properties it is possible to characterize the growth rate. 
LEMMA 1. All the functions C E CI(~.  n) that solve Problem 1 are given by 
1 
G(A1,. . . ,A~,B1,. . . ,B~) = , (15) 
1 + k (K , /A , )+ f i  g,(B,/L,) + ~ a,a(Ba/A, ) 
*=i ~=I *,3=i 
where a, o are independent of A1, A2,. . . ,  An and B1,B2,..., Bn. Moreover g3 = 0 if B a is a 
competitive inhibitor while tj = 1 if B a is a noncompetitive inhibitor, K, and L 3 are the half- 
saturation and inhibition constant of A~ and B3, respectively. 
PROOF. By using Property P1 from Theorem 1 it follows 
G(A1,. ,An, B1, ,B~)= G(oc, . . . ,co,  B1, . . . ,Bn)  (16) 
• ' '  T t  
1 + ~(K , (B I  .... ,B~)/A,) 
By using Property P3 and by taking K 3 = 1/L a and A a = 1/Bj and noticing that if B~ is a 
competitive inhibitor, then we can use Theorem 1 to prove 
( n B~ G(oo,. . . ,oo,B1,. . . ,Bn)= 1+ & , (lr) 
since reciprocal transformation exchanges the role of inhibitors and nutrients, and transforms 
Condltions (A')-(C') into Conditions (A)-(C). G(co, . . . ,  co, Bz , . . . ,  Bn) do not depend on B,. 
Substituting (17) in (16) we have 
G(A1, . 
where 
From (18) it follows 
,An,B1, . . . ,B~)= 1+ £,~-~, + ~:  
KI(B1,.. .  ,Bn) = K,(B1,. . .  ,B=) 1--~ e~ . 
( C(A1,...,Am,0, . . ,0 )= 1+ ~ K~ 
, ( i s )  
(19) 
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where 
K, - K,(0,. . .  ,0). 
From Property P1 by taking K s = 1/L 3 and A s -- 1/Bj we can use Theorem 1 to prove 
G(A1,. . . ,An,B1,. . . ,B~)--  G(A1,...,n An,0, . . . ,0)  , (20) 
1+ E(B, /L , (AI ,  ,A,)) I=l 
since reciprocal transformation exchanges the role of inhibitors and nutrients, and transforms 
Conditions (A')-(C') into Conditions (A)-(C). Substituting equation (19) in (20) we have 
n K B,  , (21) 
G(A1, . . . ,An ,B1 , .  = 1 + + 
= = 
where 
; , (A1, . . . ,An)= L~(A1,...,An) 1+ K, 
By equating the right-hand side of equations (18) and (21) we have 
B: ~ gz(B1, ... ,Bn)~K,  ~ B~ (22) 
g*'L- + A~- = Z + L,(A1. - An) 
~=1 *=1 *=I " ' 
0 (22), and applying the operator ~ on 
1 ~3 = ~ O[(~(Bli~',Bn) 1 
L 3 (A1,..., A~) L3 ~=1 0 A~ 
(23) 
and by saturating all nutrients but A, (i.e., A 3 H oo) in (23) the following expression is obtained' 
A~ ~3A~ _ Off,(B1,..., Bn) (24) 
L3(..., oo, A ,  oo,... ) L~ 0B 3 
Observe that the left-hand side of equation (24) does not depend on inhibitors, while the right- 
hand side does not depend on nutrients, therefore both sides are constant, i.e., 
OR,(B1,.. ,Bn) 
= 
and therefore, because/~,(0,... ,  0) = K~(0,..., 0) = K~ 
R~(B1,..., Bn) = K, + ~ a,,B,, (25) 
3=1 
and substitution of (25) into (18) yields (15). 
To characterize the constants a~ 3 in Lemma 1 we must specify how the inhibitors interact with 
the nutrients 
PROBLEM 2. Find G which solve Problem I which also satisfy the following. 
P4. When all but A, are saturated and all but B~ are absent, then growth rates must be of 
the type (13) if B~ is competitive or (14) if B~ is not competltive. 
Pb. When ali but A~ are saturated and all but B e are absent with ~ # j, then the half-saturation 
constant o£ A, does not depend on B e 
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THEOREM 2. There exists a unique G E CI(R~_ '~) that solves Problem 2 and is given by 
G(A I , . . . ,An ,B I , . . . ,B~)  = 
1 + ~ (K~/A~ + (B,/L,) (g~ + K~/A,)) 
z=] 
PROOF. F~om Lemma 1, G is of the form (15), moreover 
1 
G(oc , . . . ,  A , , . . . ,  co ,0 , . . . ,  B~, . . . ,0 )  = [1 +gj (B j /L , ) ]  + (K, +tS3J/A--OelSn''--, ' (26) 
when ~ = 3 comparing (26) with (13) and (14) follows that a,~ = K~/L~. When ~ ¢ 3 the 
half-saturation constant of A~ is K~ + c~3B3, but from Property P5 follows c~, 3 = 0. 
5. DERIVAT ION OF GROWTH 
RATE BY A S IMPLE  CELL MODEL 
In this section, a simple celi growth model is introduced. The growth process of a cell is 
modeled as a two stages process a follows. 
• Stage (1) growth of the cell by nutrients adsorption; 
• Stage (2) split of the cell in two equal ones. 
In the model, the cell at Stage 1 starts with a minimum mass AA O and continues to grow until it 
reaches the critical mass 3/[ 1. When the cell reaches the critical mass 3//° then it stops growing 
and goes to Stage 2 starting to split. After splitting, two equal cells are created with equal 
minimum mass 3A °. So the critical mass 3A 1 must be equal to 2Ad °. Graphically this process i
illustrated in Figure 1. 
M u-_ 2MO 
growth Split 
Figure 1 
At present, we consider cell growth based on a unique nutrient of concentration A. In Stage 1, 
while the cell is growing, the change of mass is proportional to nutrient concentration. Again, the 
change of mass is directly proportional to the surface of cell membrane because the adsorption 
is performed by this last one. In formula this becomes 
dM dP dP 
at - dr '  d---t = f (A ,B)S ,  (27) 
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where P represents the total amount of nutrient hat was adsorbed, f(A, B) is a function that 
determines the adsorption rate by unit surface, and S is the total surface of cell membrane. 
Incidentally f(A, B) takes the form [1] 
I (A,B) = fmax 
1 + (K/A) (1 + B/L) + ~(B/L) 
where g = 0 if B is competitive and g = 1 if B is noncompetitive. 
5.1. Growth  in the Case of One Nut r ient  
The relation of cell surface and volume is assumed to follow the Huxley's allometric law [15] 
S = kV ~ (S = Surface, V = Volume), (28) 
where k and 7 are constants characteristic of the cell. For example, if the cell is spheric then 
S = 47rR 2, V = (47rR3)/3 where R is the cell radius, so the constants for allometric law become 
k = ~ and 7 = 2/3. Assuming that the density of the cell is constant during the growth, it 
follows that the mass is linearly proportional to volume so equation (28) can be substituted with 
S = k'M "y with suitable k'. By using equation (27) then 
dM 
dt - I(A,B)k'A/U (29) 
is obtained. Now the constancy of nutrient and inhibitor concentration while the cell is growing 
is assumed, so equation (29) has the solution 
M(0) / [(1 -- 7)f(A,B)k']  1/0-~) , if 7 # 1, 
At(t) (30)  
exp (f(A, B)k't), if 7 = 1, 
and growth law for Stage 1 becomes equation (30). The splitting process tarts after a time Atg 
when all cells have doubled their masses. Thus Atg must satisfy 
M(ZXt~) = 2M(0). (31) 
Ato is easily obtained from equations (30) and (31) and takes the following value: 
21_. ~ 
~ if 7 ¢ 1, 
Atg - f (A ,B)k"  where ~ = 1 -7 '  
log(2), I f7  = 1. 
After Atg the cell become to split and terminate after a fixed time Ats. So the time Att spent 
in the complete process becomes 
t~,y 
Att = At~ + Atg = At~ + 
f (A ,B)k"  
Consider now a continuum of ceils M(t) where M(t)  represents the total mass of the continuum 
at time t. If the continuum grows with constant nutrient concentration then the growth satisfies 
M(nAtt) = M(0)2 ~ becoming exponentlal. The following differential equation: 
dM 
- kz4 (32) 
dt 
has the exponential solutmn Ad(t) = M(0)exp(kt).  So if the condition M(nAtt) = M(0)2 ~ is 
forced, then k must be equal to log(2)/Att which substituted in equation (32) becomes 
dM 
dt = Mg(A,B) 
where the growth rate g is again an MMM law 
g(A,B) = gmax 
with 
+ ~ K 
C = At  s , Omax= log(2)C, K = ~-, L = LC. 
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5.2. The  Case  o f  More  Nut r ients  
In the case of more nutrients, we suppose that the cell is composed by n nutrients A1, A2, • • •, An 
in a some fixed proportions. When the cell goes from mimmal mass to critical mass it must 
duplicate the mass of each nutrient contained in the cell. While the cell grows, the mass ad, 
composed by product p~ increases by the assimilation of this last one. 
dad, dp~ 
dt dt ' 
~ = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
This growth Is not free because the ratio 
r~ 
ad,(t) 1, ad(t) - c~, with = (33) 
"t=l 
m assumed constant. This means that in the growth, all the nutrients are used at the same 
time, and the composition of the cell (in the sense of nutrients composition) is constant. Another 
assumption is that the surface element dS can assimilate only one nutrient at time. So the growth 
of ad~ due to the assimilations of nutrient A~ becomes 
dad, dp, 
dt = d-~ = f,(A~, B,)t3~k'ad "~, with E /3~ = 1, (34) 
where fl, represents the surface fraction which is assimilating nutrient A,. Again by similar 
arguments of the previous section [1] 
fmax , i  
f ,(A~,B,) = 1 + (K, /A,)  (1 + B, /L , )  + g~(B~/Ld' 
Because of equation (33) we have 
dad~ M~ dad dad 
dt ad dt =a*  dt ' 
and equation (34) becomes 
k' fma×,~ . (35) dad = w~ad~,  where w~ = - -  x 
dt c~ 1 + (K,/A~) (1 + B~/L,) + g(B~/L~) 
From (35) it follows that w,/~, = w~ a and in particular w~fi~ = Wi l l  so by 
n 
fi~ =/31 --wl and E fl~ -- 1 
W~ ~=1 
follows that 
1 1 ~ = - - .  (36) 
and putting equation (36) in equation (35) then 
dad Ad~ (37) 
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Equation (37) has the following solution: 
L , i fT# 1, 
M(t) = M(o) / ( exp - , l f3 '=1,  
j= l  
so following the same arguments of one nutrient case, the time Atg spent to double the mass of 
the cell must satisfy M(Atg) = 2M(0). So the time spent in the full process becomes 
n 1 
Att= Ats + Atg = Ats + ~.~ we 
As in the one nutrient case, consider a continuum of cells M(t).  If the continuum grows with 
constant nutrient concentration then the growth satisfies M(nAtt) = M(0)2 '~ becoming expo- 
nential. The differential equation (32) has the exponential solution M(t) = M(0)exp(kt).  So 
if the condition M(nAtt) = A4(0)2 ~ is forced, then k must be log(2)/Att which substituted in 
equation (32) becomes 
dM M log(2) 
d---~ - At - -~  - MGmaxG(A1,..., An, B1, . . . ,  Bn) 
and growth is 
G(A1,... ,An,B1, • Bn)= 
with 
_1  
OQ 
C = Ats + Jm~ k' ' 
z=l 
1+ ~ (K,/A, + (B,/L,) (~, + [4,/A,) ) '  
z=l 
6. CONNECTION WITH MULT IPL ICAT IVE  
AND MIN IMUM FORMULATION 
The asymptotic onnection of our formula with the multiplicative and minimum formulation 
is now briefly investigated. For simplicity the case with only two nutrients is considered. First, 
the multiplicative law (II) is written as follows: 
A B 1 
- -  X - -  - -  
KA + A KB + B t~ A/A + 1 
1 1 
KB/B + 1 KAKB/AB + [(A/A + KB/B + 1' 
Next, the proposed formulation is 
1 
G(A, J3) = KA/A + KB/B + 1' 
so the difference between the two formulations i  only in the term KAKB/(AB). Observe that 
this term for both A >> KA and B >> KB becomes negligible and thus in this condition the two 
formulations give almost he same limitation. In the case of B ~ KB the situation becomes 
KAKB/AB + KA/A + KB/B + 1 
1 
KA/A + KB/B + 1 
1 1 A 
2(KA/A) + 2 2 KA + A 
1 1 A 
KA/A + 2 2 KA/2 + A 
(multiplicative law), 
(proposed formulation), 
Kz 
Cma x ~- log(2)C, [(~ = -~, t ,  = L~C. 
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where it is clear that the new formulation is affected by the nutrient B Mso in the half-saturation 
constant. The modification of the half-saturation constant becomes important in very low con- 
centration of A (A << KA). In this situation growth can be approximately expressed by 
1 A 
KAKB/AB + KA/A  + KB/B  + 1 2KA' 
1 A 
KA/A + KB/B  + 1 KA' 
so in the proposed formulation if the nutrient A is very diluted, the growth depends essentially 
and linearly on A. 
Thus, when the concentration f one nutrient is very small the difference between the multiptica- 
tive and the proposed formulation becomes considerable. In this range the proposed formulation 
becomes imilar to the minimum formulation, in fact, if A << KA and B ~ Ks  or B >> KB then 
1 B ) 1 A 
min KA/-A + I ' KB /B  + I ~ - KA/A + I ~ K--~" 
The case of A ~ KA and B ~ KB gives instead 
1 1 
KAKB/AB ÷ KA/A-b KB/B  + I 4' 
min KA/-A + 1' KB/B  + 1 ~ -2' 
1 1 
K~/A + KB/B + I 3 
Thus, the proposed formulation stands between the multiphcative and minimum law. Further- 
more, it is asymptotically similar to the minimum formulation (I) in the case of low concentration 
and similar to the multiplicative formulation (II) in the case of high concentration. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The formulation derived by an axiomatic approach is a generalization of Michaelis-Menten- 
Monod growth rate in the function of multiple substrates. In fact, the restriction of the formula 
on a linear subspace through the origin is again Michaelis-Menten-Monod law. 
The formula is quite general and considers the case of more than one limiting substance. Both 
nutrients and inhibitors are considered as limiting substances and are assumed to be noninteract- 
ing. Both competitive and noncompetitive inhibitors are considered. The formula m determined 
by analytical arguments based on few hypotheses. Comparison of this formulation with other 
formulas (namely multiplicative or mimmum formula) shows that this formula becomes close to 
the multlplicative formula in the case of nearly equal nutrient concentrations and becomes close 
to the minimum formula in the case of very spread nutrient concentrations. 
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